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Welcome to Learn to Hunt, 10 Steps to Hunting
Success!  
My name is Roscoe Hix and I will be your guide.  
 
As a hunter education instructor, I do realize how
challenging and overwhelming it can be to learn how to
hunt and be successful. The purpose of this book is to
simplify the process for you. We will break hunting down
into small segments and develop your skills one step at a
time. 
 
As you learn these steps, I will offer resources that will
help you avoid making costly mistakes along the way.
Your knowledge in the subject of hunting will grow and you
will gain experience as you put your knowledge to
practice.  
 
I encourage you to continue to work through these steps,
follow greenhornhunting.com, and ask lots of questions.
My passion is to help others experience the joys of hunting
and understand the values it has taught me. Your future
will be full of adventure and your freezer full of healthy
meat as you learn to hunt. 
 
Contact info: Email         - roscoe@greenhornhunting.com 
                     Facebook  - facebook.com/greenhornhunting 
                     Instagram  - @greenhornhunting 
                     Twitter       - @roscoehix 
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Dedication

To my Dad (Gary Hix) and Uncle Ernie (Ernie Hix) 
 
Without them taking time to mentor my brothers and I, I do
not believe we would have enjoyed the success and
joy we have in life and in hunting up to this point.  

Pictured top center is my dad Gary Hix  
bottom left to right is myself, brother Jason,  

Uncle Ernie, and brother Brian 

These are the memories that will 
last a lifetime!



The goal of this book is to help you put your boots to the
ground and get started in your quest to become a hunter.
This guide will be your reference when you’re not sure
what to do next. The following 10 steps explain what you
will need to do to become an ethical and successful
hunter.  
 
Hunting and bringing home your prey after a successful
hunt is a lifestyle more than it is a sport. When you take all
these steps to harvest your first animal and share it with
family and friends, you will find a sense of accomplishment
like no other. It will also give you a true respect for the
animals you hunt, unlike anything you could imagine. 
 
With this quick guide and greenhornhunting.com, along
with other suggested resources throughout our website
and this book, you will be able to start and finish your
quest to becoming a successful hunter. 

Let's get started



Step 1 - Hunter Education

Start by getting enrolled in a hunter education program.
When you pass hunter safety in your state, it will be
recognized in all other states. If you have your hunter
certificate already, you can skip forward to step 2. 
 
Below is a list of the topics I discuss in my hunter
education classes. 
 Learning your firearm equipment

Shooting skills 
Basic hunting skills 
Primitive hunting equipment 
How to be a safe hunter 
Responsibilities and ethical behavior 
Basic preparation and survival skills 
Wildlife conservation 

These topics cover the basics of hunting and give you a
great start. Once you pass your hunter safety class, you
will gain confidence from your new found knowledge and
skills.

Quick Tip
You can find an online hunter safety course in your

state by visiting one of the following websites. 
 
 
 

Hunter-ed.com

Huntercourse.com

https://www.hunter-ed.com/
https://www.huntercourse.com/


If you still need help getting enrolled in a class, don’t
hesitate to send me an email and I'll be glad to help.
(roscoe@greenhornhunting.com) 

You can visit our Hunter Safety page at
greenhornhunting.com/hunter-safety to see more
resources related to helping you find and complete a
hunter safety course.

You can also contact your local wildlife agency and ask
about available classes. You can visit fishwildlife.org to
find a link to your state agency.

http://www.greenhornhunting.com/hunter-safety/
http://www.fishwildlife.org/index.php?section=social-media


Step 2 - Hunting Regulations 
and the 

Animal You Plan to Hunt
First, you need to decide what animal you would like to
hunt. I suggest you choose either a deer or the wild turkey
(there are strong huntable populations of both in nearly
every state). For now, we will talk about hunting a whitetail
deer. 
 
Next you need a set of hunting regulations for the state
you would like to hunt. Start studying your available
options to hunt deer in that state.  
 
Hunting regulations are usually not very fun to read, but
they contain the information you need to learn about your
hunting opportunity. You should start by learning things
like when hunting season opens and closes and whether
you can shoot males (antlered) or females (antlerless). 

Quick Tip

Don’t let the hunting regulations overwhelm you. If
you don’t understand something, contact your
local Conservation Officer. He or she will answer
your questions. They want you to be successful
and hunt within the laws.

Visit greenhornhunting.com/information/learning-hunting-regulations 
Check out a video about how I break down the hunting regulations!

http://www.greenhornhunting.com/information/learning-hunting-regulations/


Remember that one purpose of the 
hunting regulations is to maintain a 
healthy population of wildlife in a 
particular area.

So many people get stuck on the idea that they need to
shoot  the male species only. I would like to encourage
you to hunt either sex when the season allows it.  
 
Hunters are conservationist, and we need to help manage
the herds in a way that is healthy to the long term
population of a species. The Game Departments, for the
most part, set regulations based on biology. If you are
allowed to shoot a female, it will help maintain a healthy
population of that species in that area. So fill your tag with
a legal animal and be proud of your accomplishment. 

Quick Thought



You will also need to start investigating your quarry and
learning it’s habits and characteristics. What does it eat?
What sounds does it make? What weapon should you use
and where should you shoot it to make a quick and clean
kill? 
 
Learning is the key to success in everything, but don’t
burn out trying to be a hunting guru in your first couple
seasons. It takes time to develop the knowledge and skills
a veteran hunter has acquired.  
 

Finding a Mentor

You can always find me at Greenhornhunting.com 

My goal of this book is to help you get started in your quest to
be a hunter if you are new, and find success if you have been
struggling to kill your first animal.  
 
I know that without my Dad and my Uncle Ernie mentoring me,
I would not have experienced the success I've had so far. 
 
So, I recommend you find a couple people to follow that you
like and trust. Someone that shares the same moral values
and lives as an example of what they believe. It could be a
neighbor, a relative or someone online. Why not tap into the
experience of someone willing to help. 
 
Here are a couple of my favorite guys online that I feel are
great examples. Randy Newberg, Steve Rinella, and the guys
at Born and Raised Outdoors, Hushin and Elk101.  
 
 

http://www.greenhornhunting.com/

